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Joliet Alternative Water Source Program 
2020 Engagement Summary   

 

 
A diligent effort was made this year in public involvement for the Rethink Water Joliet project. 
Stakeholders were kept informed of the Joliet Alternative Water Source Program ongoings by way of 
email, social media, website updates, advertisements, billboards, bus ads, and more. In addition to the 
on-going public involvement efforts, public forums were held for the first time in a reinvented virtual 
format due to the current public safety conditions of 2020. 
 

Public Involvement Efforts  
 

Website  
 
The project website is updated regularly including Alternative Water Source Program news updates, 
meeting alerts and details, reports, conservation tips, and more. Additional information on the project 
website includes presentations, press releases, project videos, meeting materials, newsletters, 
educational information, and FAQ’s. In addition to learning more about the project, website viewers are 
encouraged to sign-up for email alerts regarding the project and can leave a comment on any of the 
information available on the project website. 
 
For the year 2020, the project website had nearly 4,000 visitors and more than 5,700 total site sessions, 
meaning 18.5% of our visitors were returning. The site peaked in May, at the end of June, and during the 
months of November and December.     
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Stakeholder list 
 
A stakeholder list has been created and updated to include as many people as possible who are 
interested in receiving news about the project. In addition to our research, the public has the option to 
sign-up for these emails on the project website. The stakeholder list currently includes 1,214 people. 

 

Eblast invitations 
 
Thirty-seven eblast announcements were sent to project stakeholders throughout the year. Topics 
included meeting alerts, meeting materials for those who missed meetings, conservation tips, 
promotion for newsletter readership, and encouragement to visit the project website. In addition to 
normal production eblasts, an increase in announcements to encourage the public to attend the public 
forum took place at the end of 2020. 
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Social media 
 
Social media plans were created monthly for the entire year and included forty-six individual posts that 
were posted to the City of Joliet Facebook and Twitter pages. Each post created included information 
regarding the project as well as a visual graphic to capture the attention of social media users. An 
example of this can be found below. 
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Newspaper advertisements 
 
Four newspaper advertisements were placed in the year 2020. Each ran in the Joliet Herald Newspaper 
in the main news section. The first three ads promoted stakeholder meetings and ran on May 21st, July 
23rd, and September 22nd. The final ad promoted the Public Forum and ran on November 30th. 
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Billboards  
 
Twenty-one billboards were created and displayed this year. Topics for the billboards included meeting 
alerts, conservation tips, education, cost comparisons, City initiatives, promotion for newsletter 
readership, and encouragement to visit the project website. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Press releases 
 
Two press releases were distributed in 2020. The first release was sent out in April to announce the 
consultant selection and the next phases of work. The second press release was sent out in November to 
announce the public forum and encourage participation and feedback. 
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Poster campaign  
 
Two posters were created in the year 2020 and were displayed on Pace buses. One poster encouraged 
participants to visit the project website, the second poster encouraged attendance for the public forum. 
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Radio interviews 
 
The director of public utilities, Allison Swisher, made an appearance on the radio station WJOL 1340 in 
May and December in 2020. Her first interview was to discuss project consultant selection, the next 
phases of work and the project schedule. Her second appearance was to discuss the Joliet Alternative 
Water Source Program public forum, and to encourage the public to view the website, attend one of the 
virtual meetings and provide their comments on the Lake Michigan alternatives. 

 

Monthly newsletter 
 
A newsletter was produced monthly from May through November to inform the public on the most up-
to-date information regarding the project. Each edition can be found on the project website. The 
newsletters were also available in Spanish. 
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Comments  
 
Seventeen comments were received this year prior to the public forum that took place in December. 
These comments came by way of project website, phone calls or emails. The summary below describes 
comment categories and their frequency:  
 

Comment Category Number of Comments 

Cost 3 

Lake Michigan Allocation 1 

Lake Michigan Support 4 

Not supportive of Chicago 2 

Other 4 

River Support 1 

Water Conservation 2 
 

 

Quarterly stakeholder meetings 
 
Meetings were held quarterly in May, July and September this year. 
 
The first meeting was held on May 28th and the purpose of this meeting was to update stakeholders on 
the need for a new water source, the selection of a Lake Michigan water source, Lake Michigan water 
alternatives currently being evaluated, overall program schedule and program activities planned for 
2020. There were 81 attendees present at this meeting. 
 
The second stakeholder meeting was held on July 30th. The purpose of this meeting was to provide 
information on program updates, water treatment, transmission main routing, and water source 
transfer planning. A total of 45 attendees were present at this meeting. 
 
The third stakeholder meeting held in 2020 took place on September 29th and its purpose was to discuss 
Lake Michigan allocations and Joliet’s application, water conservation/water use and non-revenue water 
reduction, regional outreach and forming a water commission. There were 35 attendees at this meeting. 
 

Water Conservation subcommittee 
 
Work has begun with the conservation subcommittee to launch a restaurant water conservation 
program. This program will encourage the public to be more aware of their water usage and to 
encourage conservation when possible. 
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Public forum – Lake Michigan alternatives 
 

 
 
The Joliet Alternative Water Source Program held a public forum that included an online virtual event 
and two live virtual meetings that took place between November 30, 2020 and January 19, 2021. The 
purpose of this public forum was to provide the public knowledge of the Lake Michigan alternatives 
being considered for Joliet’s new water source. Attendees were encouraged to provide feedback 
regarding their thoughts on the different alternatives. Comments could be submitted by phone, email, 
or on the project website. 
 
The two live virtual meetings were identical in information and structure and were held virtually. The 
first meeting took place on December 2, from 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m., and the second meeting took place 
on December 3 from 6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.  
 
A subpage on the main project website was created to house the public forum virtual event. Attendees 
were encouraged to sign-in on the landing page, however, signing-in was not required to review the 
materials. The website was made public on November 30, 2020 and included a video presentation, a 
newsletter, FAQ’s, a platform to provide comments, and display “boards” with information including 
cost, strategy, SWOT analysis, and schedules. This event could be viewed at any time for the 
convenience  of the participant. 
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Seventy-nine participants attended the live virtual meetings. Although sign-in was not required to view 
the online virtual event, 134 people did register. As shown below, during this timeframe there were 
1,099 unique website visitors. During the course of the public forum one hundred comments were 
received. 
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The public forum was advertised in many ways: 
 

• Seven eblast invitations were sent to project stakeholders throughout the November 30, 2020 
to January 19, 2021 time frame to encourage participation and feedback. 
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• A social media plan was developed to promote the public forum. The social media campaign 
began on November 24, 2020. Each post created included information regarding the event(s) as 
well as a visual graphic to capture the attention of social media users. Below is an example of 
what the social media campaign calendar included. 
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• A newspaper advertisement ran in the Joliet Herald Newspaper in the main news section on 
Monday, November 30th.  

 

                

• A press release was issued on November 30th to promote the events. 
 

• A total of eight advertisements were placed on WSSR, WJOL, and WCCQ running between 
November 30 and December 1 to promote the events. 

Rethink Water Joliet Virtual Outreach PSA 
Did you know the City of Joliet will be switching to Lake Michigan water? Learn more by 
attending a live virtual meeting on Wednesday, December 2 at 1 PM or Thursday, 
December 3 at 6:30 PM. To register, go to RethinkWaterJoliet.org where you can also 
view a virtual event at your own pace, anytime through Monday, December 14th.  Your 
opinion matters.  Comments will be taken at the virtual events, at 
RethinkWaterJoliet.org or by calling 815-724-4220. All comments will be provided to the 
City Council for consideration. 

 

• A radio interview took place on December 1st to promote the public forum. 
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• Posters promoting the event were displayed in Pace buses. 
 

 
 
 

• A flyer was included in all Joliet customer water bills with information on the Alternative Water 
Source Program and event details, including ways to comment. 
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• Billboards were created and displayed from November 2020 through January 2021 to promote 
the public forum as well as encourage viewers to comment. 
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• A newsletter was created to provide stakeholders with information regarding the alternatives 
being considered for Joliet’s new water source. This edition can be found on the project website 
and is also available in Spanish. 
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Public forum comments  
 
One hundred comments were submitted during the public forum. The summary below describes 
comment categories and their frequency:  
 

Comment Category Number of Comments 

Chicago Support  16 

Control 1 

Cost  13 

Indiana Support 26 

Lake Michigan Allocation 1 

Lake Michigan Support 9 

Not supportive of Chicago  3 

Other 24 

Regional Issues 2 

River Support 2 

Water Conservation 1 

Water Loss 2 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Overall, public involvement for the year 2020 has been a success. Efforts will continue in 2021 to keep 
stakeholders and the general public informed about the Joliet Alternative Water Source Program.  
 



Joliet Water Source Study

Comment Management

# Zip Code
Date 

Received
Source of Comment Comment

1 4/30/2020 Email

1.  Why was the Illinois River eliminated? 2.  Why would you even consider using the City of Chicago as a source, given their taxes for example? 3.  The city of 

Chicago is already notorious for dishonest and unethical practices when it comes to their residents, when added to DuPage backing out for the reasons mentioned, if it 

is decided to go with the City of Chicago, questions of ethics, special deals or contracts, and definitely profits of certain parties will be assumed. This has already been 

mentioned in local conversation, and seems reasonable to those of us from Chicago.  

2 60586 7/22/2020 Website Contact Form

I submitted a question at the last virtual meeting. It was responded to, but not answered. The failure of Joliet government dating back to Art Schultz to upgrade and 

improve our water infrastructure at a time when it was cheaper to do so regardless of what you plan to do will fall on the pocketbooks of taxpayers at today's costs. 

There is no accountability to past administrations, and residential water costs have, and will continue to soar exponentially. Past administrations have constantly 

submitted a request for a "stay of execution" from the EPA, and the marker finally came due. I do not want to hear like last time that Joliet govrenment didn't have the 

technology in the past to determine need, demand, and associated costs. Pure nonsense! The response I was given was nothing but an embarrassing smokescreen. 

Add to this the total dysfunction of the City Council--Mudron 5 vs the Fiscal Four--and I'm suppose to feel comfortable with this decision making body?

3 60435 7/22/2020 Website Contact Form

Hi, I've heard regarding the water source talks that Joliet water rates will triple as as result of the new water source initiative. This in my opinion is unacceptable. With 

the cost of utilities already high, the primary focus of any decision should be to minimize the end cost to the consumer. Of course some increase is inevitable, but a 

doubling or tripling of end consumer cost would be prohibitive to many families who are already struggling with the pandemic. Thank you,

4 60435 7/22/2020 Website Contact Form Please do not depend on Chicago for our water resources. Better to go with our own line. In the long run will be more reliable.

5 60436 7/23/2020 Website Contact Form

Is there someway to stop businesses and residents from using those automatic underground sprinkler systems? I have seen them running during or after a recent rain 

storm. This is a waste of precious water. I think they should be eliminated or businesses fined.

6 60586 7/23/2020 Website Contact Form

How much will switching cost each resident and what safe guards are in place .Would it be cheaper to get it from Illinois River vs taping from the closer suburb to Lake 

Michigan

7 60436 7/23/2020 Website Contact Form

#1 Today, tell the citizens of this city to not waste water! Stop power washing your deck, driveway, patio, sidewalk, etc. Instead of growing a perfect lawn, grow a 

garden. Do you need to wash your car every week? (No you don't) #2 Today, contact an architect and draw up plans for a house that can store rain water in a tank 

inside the walls or ceiling (away from outside walls to avoid freezing) . For what you may ask? To be used to flush toilets at a lower elevation. #3 Today, contact an 

architect and draw up plans for a house that recovers water from the shower, sink and tub from a 2nd floor bathroom. Use that water for flushing a toilet on lower 

elevation. #4 Today, plan a seminar for the public on how to recover rainwater from your downspouts and or outside containers and from sump pump discharge 

hose/pipe. Use this water for gardening and FLUSHING A TOILET". It works, I know it does! #5 Today, make a city wide list of every dwelling and every business that 

has installed automatic lawn sprinklers. PUBLISH THAT LIST ON THIS SITE! Tell citizens how to inform the city if any one spots one of these automatic sprinklers 

running when it is raining, or when the spray nozzles are misdirected and spraying water unto the sidewalk or in the street. #6 Today, begin a study with the Fire 

Department on how to recover the water that is wasted when they flush hydrants. Recover that water in a portable tub and then pump this water into a tanker truck. 

What can you do with that water? Give it to the park district to water plants! Don't waste it! #7 Today, make a list of everyone who has a backyard swimming pool. 

When they drain this pool where does the water go? Try and recover it somehow, don't direct it down a drain or out to the street. And if I think of more ideas I'll send 

them along.

8 60441 7/23/2020 Website Contact Form

As a former Homer Glen, Illinois, resident, I can tell you that the number one issue in Homer Glen is water. Specifically Illinois American Water. I was a long time 

member of the Environmental Committee, and am still an advisor on that committee. We have tried to get the ICC to see how harsh the rates are. And to try and find 

out exactly what the reasoning is that the ICC rubber stamps the rates IAW asks for. Going to privatized water systems is the worst way to go. Running a pipeline from 

the Kankakee river makes WAY more sense. Please feel free to ask me more about the problems with any privatized water system. 

9 60431 7/29/2020 Website Contact Form

I'd like to know why the #1 is Lake Michigan water rather than the river that runs right thru Joliet. Seems to me that it would be a LOT cheaper to do that than pay for 

the infrastructure to bring in water from the lake. Also, where in the lake will water be drawn from? There is still dangerous pollution being dumped in to the lake. The 

company responsible would rather pay fines than clean up their act.

10 46403 7/31/2020 Website Contact Form Has Joliet applied for an allocation order for Lake Michigan water from the Illinois Department of Natural Resources? Has it been granted?

11 60586 8/6/2020 Website Contact Form I live in the far west portion of Joliet/Plainfield. Joliet city services Plainfield school dist. Does this effect me as well. Or is this more central/east part of Joliet.

1/28/2021



Joliet Water Source Study

Comment Management

# Zip Code
Date 

Received
Source of Comment Comment

12 11/18/2020 Email

Time to move out of Illinois altogether. Money in this state is mismanaged at every turn. The more people leave the higher their taxes and service are increased.The 

candle is burning at both ends.Triple the water bills, Really? There's people retired and without jobs that are barley scrapping by.Good for the growth of the city? It's 

over populated now and the city is looking for more ways to increase revenue. Movin Out !

13 60586 11/19/2020 Email

hello- I'm a (mostly) lifetime Joliet resident - born at Silver Cross in 1951 - and currently a resident in Pheasant Ridge off of Caton Farm Rd. I think this move to get 

Lake Michigan water is TERRIFIC. It is safer, as long-lasting as any water source can be, it should greatly diminish or even eliminate? - the calcium buildup in our 

pipes and plumbing, and will increase our property values. I assume it will cost more than what we're getting now but it will be well worth the cost. I'm totally in favor of 

this move and will cheerfully pay more in my utility bill and property tax in order to get it. 

14 60435 11/22/2020 Website Contact Form

I am a senior citizen and pay my water bill through my HOA dues. I don't know if HOA's all do this or not. My question is do they receive a discount on water for senior 

citizens now or in the future while the city is determining a new water source. Being on a fixed income that could help seniors trying to keep their HOA dues down. I 

understand this could be a difficult task to identify and keep track of but shouldn't all seniors be provided the same courtesy. I live in Larkins Pointe subdivision and my 

HOA is HSR Property Services. Please contact me with a response. Thank You Rick

15 60586 11/23/2020 Website Contact Form

We moved from Chicago twenty years ago and never any problems with the water, when we moved to plainfield we have had problems with Joliet water. We even 

bought a water softener and it did not help, we have had cracked hands, broken nails, and hair damage. Chicago water is the best by far, the water is from Lake 

Michigan which is not hard and the filtration plant goes through many stages to exceed water standards. Our vote is for Chicago water.

16 60431 11/24/2020 Website Contact Form

Both of us would prefer that the City of Joliet obtain Lake Michigan water for the future of the city. The Chicago Water Commission or the new station in Indiana would 

be acceptable. 

17 11/25/2020 Phone She wanted Allison to know she is for using Lake Michigan Water and she would like a call back.

18 11/30/2020 Phone

Mary Rita would like a call back with several questions she has pertaining to this water project on cost, where the water would be coming through, how long of a 

project would it be. She is for using Lake Michigan water.  Mary Rita was confused about when the water supply would be at her tap.  Didn't understand it wouldn't 

happen until 2030.

19 11/30/2020 Email

Why not get our water from the spring-fed lakes like Lake Renwick, Route 6, and Richards Street quarries? Do not let Indiana towns or Chicago "control the valve" of 

Joliet's water.  If you are going to build it, build it to the lake using an oversized pipeline for future growth and SELLING Joliet lake water to other communities to 

reduce water costs for Joliet citizens.  Those that control the valve can (will) charge whatever they want no matter what the agreement says.  You'd be surprised how 

much only the cost of "maintenance" can be when they need money.

20 60586 12/1/2020 Phone

This hard water is killing my house. I just had new tub surrounds installed 2 years ago and they are nearly destroyed already. I am for the Lake Michigan water. I would 

like a call back please.

21 60586 12/1/2020 Phone

We moved here in may of 2007 and previously had Lake Michigan water. Since moving to Joliet I have experienced dry skin and the texture of my hair is different. I 

had to seek medical care for my dry skin. I am for using Lake Michigan water. The water is very hard and is building up on the 2 year old stainless steel sink in the 

kitchen. It is very difficult to remove.  Would like to speak to Allison.

22 60451 12/1/2020 Phone In favor of getting a new source of water. Does not want a call back and does not want to provide phone number.

23 60435 12/1/2020 Phone

Mary is for the healthiest choice whatever that may be. Mary thinks the inlet should be independent from Chicago. Does not require any callback from anyone, 

although you can call if you want. 

24 60435 12/1/2020 Website Contact Form

Has anyone considered using the few quarries we have around here local or Highland park well water table.? if not enough water in the ground for a long time 

commitment maybe until we get some funds together. Michigan beach is a quarry. Just a thought

25 12/1/2020 Email

I have been reading about the water issue in Joliet.  I have read Joliet is thinking of tapping into Chicago or Hammond. That the cost is in the millions.New Lenox has 

lake Michigan Water.  can Joliet tap into The New Lenox water source instead of running pipelines all the way to Chicago or Hammond.

1/28/2021
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26 12/1/2020 Email

My question is how long are we going to be purchasing from Chicago? I thought we were building our own Lake Michigan pipeline and only going through Chicago 

until it was completed. 

27 60404 12/2/2020 Phone

Please Please Please don't allign us with anything to do with Chicago. Look at the mess they have. Those idiots sold their assets and we could possibly become one. 

Think about it. When the Joliet City Council votes on the future Joliet water supply source it will affect people who's parents are not yet born. Good luck in your 

decision. I am for using lake Michigan water, but building our own inlet and pipeline. No call back needed. Allison Swisher is one of the few people that has her act 

together! 

28 60586 12/2/2020 Phone He is in support of Lake Michigan water as long as it goes thru Indiana water supply. Better to pay a little more upfront rather than pay more in the long run.

29 60435 12/2/2020 Email

The decision on whether to get our Lake Michigan water from the city of Chicago or from Hammond, IN is clearcut. By going with the city of Chicago, Joliet will be 

keeping its revenues in the Chicago region and in the state of Illinois. The overall welfare of the citizens of Joliet and the city of Joliet is far more aligned with the entire 

Chicago metro region, the city of Chicago and the state of Illinois than it ever will be with Hammond, Indiana and the state of Indiana. If Joliet decides to purchase raw 

water from Hammond, IN, in a state where Joliet has no legislative representation or influence, in order to provide a few local jobs at a filtering plant, this would be a 

wrong-headed, short-sighted decision. Hammond can use the revenues to put up more billboards encouraging Illinois citizens to move out of our state and employers 

to move jobs to Indiana.  Does the City Council think that there is any chance of influencing Indiana to curb gun sales in that state which end up arming criminals in 

Chicago and in Joliet? If Joliet does the smart thing and buys water from Chicago, the city of Joliet will be in a far better bargaining position within the state of Illinois 

and the Chicago region to advocate for policies and decisions which aid Joliet, in mass transit, highways, casinos, taxation, air and water quality, etc.  Does Joliet think 

that it can filter water more efficiently than Chicago already does with its far more massive scale and centuries of experience? Joliet can make a big contribution to the 

overall attitude within the state of Illinois be being a booster of our metro region and our state, rather than succumbing to the doomsayers and defeatists whose only 

solution is to take solutions out of state, rather than taking pride in Illinois, in Joliet, and in Chicago.  There is the local vernacular saying that when you go to the 

dance, you should dance with 'who brought ya'. For Joliet, our loyalties must remain with the city of Chicago, the Chicago metropolitan region and the state of Illinois. 

My strong input to the honorable members of the Joliet City Council is to purchase our future needed Lake Michigan water from Chicago.  

30 12/3/2020 Phone

Anonymous Female City of Joliet Resident: Stop bringing warehouses and new developments into the City if we do not have enough water. I don't know what the hurry 

is. This seems like it is being rushed. I've been watching City Council meetings on Northpoint, and I am absolutely appalled. If we have to rush it, I would rather go with 

Lake Michicago water purchased through the City of Chicago. I feel if we were to purchase our own inlet, there is too much opportunity for bribery by the City Council 

and the Mayor. From what I have seen, there has already been bribery on Northpoint. This is not about any City Employee or Allison Swisher. This is strictly about the 

Mayor and the City Council. (Female caller wished to remain anonymous)

31 12/2/2020 Public Forum

1) Does the 60 MGD pipe include potential growth for the area communities? Seems short sighted to consider only the 30 MGD pipe in construction, it would cost a 

fortune to rebuild. 2) How about using wastewater to water golf courses? 3) If joliet stops withdrawing water from the aquifier, will this allow the suburban joliet 

communities to continue to draw water from underground

32 12/2/2020 Public Forum

1) What are the conservation measures? Why not take water from the DesPlaines instead of building a pipe to Lake Michgan? What about reusing waste water? 2) 

How can we get access to the slides?

33 12/2/2020 Public Forum Hello. Is a P3 delivery approach being considered for the project?  Thank you. P3 = potential for innovation for cost saving. Joliet could retain rights to set water rates.

34 12/2/2020 Public Forum Hi, great presentation! Does the O, M, & R estimates account for the current infrastructure & its future requirements?

35 12/2/2020 Public Forum What percentage of the funding will come from revenue bonds?

36 12/2/2020 Public Forum 1) What would the monthly costs be? Would the Chicago plan allow Joliet to resell? 2) So about $150 a month total?

37 12/2/2020 Public Forum

Kudos to the team for a great job summarizing the results of a great deal of work!  I'm curious to know if environmental costs were considered in evaluating the two 

alternatives?  Example, carbon footprint of brand new infrastructure both in material manufacturing as well as actual construction of facilities for Hammond versus re-

use of existing facilities and presumably fewer new structures for Chicago option?

38 12/2/2020 Public Forum

1) I had to jump on a 1/2 h late. Will the recording be available? 2) Can you elaborate on the steps needed for obtaining a Great Lakes Diversion approval for the 

Hammond option?

39 12/2/2020 Public Forum Could Joliet sell water to other towns if we paid more to build? Lockport, Crest Hill, New Lennox, Shorewood, etc.?

1/28/2021
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40 12/2/2020 Public Forum

Do you anticipate any difficulties in obtaining acess/easment rights through the multiple suburban communites under either option and if a hurdle were to arise, would 

that require pursuit of a significantly different route?

41 12/3/2020 Public Forum

1) How many jobs will be created in each scenario? 2) If no water infrastructure project was going forward what would the projected water bill be in 2040? 3) Why were 

both of the local river options ruled out?

42 12/3/2020 Public Forum

1) I would like to know how the other regions (such as Romeoville where I live) are being informed about this project decision? Thanks 2)Just curious. How far back in 

time did the region or the city of Joliet did know from projections that there would be necessary to change water sources? Or did the projections did not forecasted the 

amount of water demanded in the recent years? 3) one more question. Has the environmental impact of the sites to be developed accounted for? which alternative will 

have the biggest impact, which one the lower one? Let's take into account the land and biodiversity.

43 12/3/2020 Public Forum I can not imagine going from $30 to $140 a month!  How can we possibly pay that kind of a increase as a resident or a Buisness owner

44 12/3/2020 Public Forum

How will this long term water cost compare to some of the communities north of us who have done regional programs like we ae looking at are we going to be in a 

comaparable cost?

45 12/3/2020 Public Forum

1) Once the whole project is done is there any plans to replace the lines within the city of joliet? a least where i am living (moran st.) they pactch the water the water 

line every 50 feet

46 12/3/2020 Public Forum

1) How common are 50 year and 100 year agreements 2) I would like to say that WATER CONSERVATION will be critical! Please join the Water Conservation 

Subcommittee to help the City and it's residents move to reduce the water we are using. Your water bill depends on it! 3) How do these rate increases compare to our 

neighbors?

47 12/3/2020 Public Forum What additional cost would other communities incur for contruction and all aspects of the infrastructure need to deliver water to them?

48 12/3/2020 Public Forum

1) Will the agreement with Chicago have a most favored nations rate clause where Joliet's water supply rate will not increase or be more than other municpal water 

supply rates charged by the City of Chicago? 2) The IDNR hearing on Joliet's Lake Michigan water allocation is via teleconference on 12/21 at 10:00 a.m.

49 60586 12/7/2020 Website Contact Form
Is this going to be a better, price wise compared to the service we use at the moment?

50 60436 12/7/2020 Website Contact Form Bravo on the decision to go forward with Lake Michigan water. I lived in the city for 10 years and LOVE that water. Well done.

51 60435 12/7/2020 Website Contact Form run our own water line . It will give us control of the cost of water forever! I"m in my 80s,so it"s for the coming generations.

52 60435 12/7/2020 Website Contact Form

To buy water from Chicago is a very bad idea! You all know what happens with Chicago when we put ourselves in this situation again and again... We will be paying 

dearly and be held hostage to Chicago once again for future generations! Arn't you tired of this situation yet? Look at all the other near by towns that purchase water 

ect. from Chicago, same old story. $200 - $300 monthly household water bills!!! Come on this has to stop! Were mainly a blue collar working community not silicon 

valley! Wake Up, The people of Illinois are leaving the state!!! It cost to much to live here!!! Don't make it cost even more to live here! I suggest Joliet think much 

bigger and better! Have two sources of water. One for consumption and one for utilities. Build our own pipeline from Lake Michigan for consumption and household 

potable water and also construct a Cheap costing 100/1000 foot pipeline from the downtown DesPlains river for industrial and none potable clean water uses. This 

water can be used for a multiple of commercial needs including the fire dept. water mains, public, business and industrial cooling & fire prevention water ect. ect. You 

do not need expensive purified lake water to put out a fire or use in an industrial cooling tower . How many old quarries does Joliet have now? You heard of the 

Chicago Deep Tunnel Project. Why not put some of those old quarries back to use again? Water storage smarty pants!!!!

53 60435 12/8/2020 Website Contact Form

Is the 2030 date solidified? Or can that date be pushed up or back? I see a lot of funding being obtained for this program. How is that funding going to be paid for? I'm 

assuming in a form of higher rates. Is there a structure on how rates will be going up by? 

1/28/2021
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54 12/9/2020 Email

I listened to the virtual live meeting of Dec.3rd. As a voting Joliet resident, I would be most in favor of the Hammond, IN source for water.  Though the initial cost would 

be higher,  it affords Joliet control of water, amount, quality, distribution and ongoing costs. Joliet would not be subject to future, arbitrary, price hikes, possible 

rationing of water and political pressures that could materialize with Chicago controlling the water source. I would also favor a regional approach which could provide 

Joliet with additional revenue depending on how other community add-ones would be structured.  Under the Chicago option, only Chicago would benefit from selling 

more water.

55 60586 12/9/2020 Website Contact Form

I was born at Silver Cross in 1951 and have lived here most of my life. I think that getting Lake Michigan water is a GREAT idea!!! Long overdue!! I assume it will cost 

more but IT WILL BE WORTH IT. It's healthier, safer, will increase our house value and protect our water-using equipment. I know this from my own experience of 

living in places in the Chicago area that use LM water, including living 10 years in Chicago proper. I am ALL for this!!!!!!!!! 

56 60441 12/10/2020 Website Contact Form

I think going to Hammond Indiana is the best choice as it will give Joliet complete control of your water system and a new water treatment facility will create jobs. This 

option also allows neighboring communities to join in and share costs.

57 60435 12/10/2020 Website Contact Form

Vote NO to the Indiana plan as presented. Please give us more information. FACTS NEEDED Please publish specific data on contaminents at intake sources in both 

Chicage and Indiana. Please clarify or guarantee that Indiana water actually can be made “clean” and at what cost to us? Do we plan to engage in lawsuits, etc 

against big polluters? (we are not a big regional player) OPINION The idea of full control is appealing, but we need a steady bucket of full tax dollars to do it right. This 

includes fully adequate staffing and the firm resolve to monitor and spend whatever necessary to keep the supply safe in the future. Remember Alsip!

58 60586 12/13/2020 Website Contact Form

I just want to say that you made the right decision to select Lake Michigan as our new water source. I lived with Lake Michigan water most of my life. It is one of the 

things that I missed most after moving here from the south suburbs.

59 60431 12/13/2020 Website Contact Form

Thank you for allowing the citizens to have comments and to ask questions concerning the water source needs for the city of Joliet. By tying into the water system 

from the city of Chicago, we would be subject to any changes in their system even though their system is established. It is an older system thus there will be a need for 

an upgrade at some time in the future. Establishing a new system that will be managed by the City of Joliet appears to be a better option yet the City would be 

responsible for it operation and maintenance. Do we have the knowledge/experience to manage such a system ? Having to purchase land rights and build this system 

is also a concern. Lastly, the cost of this system is of a concern as well. Our water cost will go up regardless of the system we select.

60 60441 12/13/2020 Website Contact Form

Outsourcing Certain Tasks Do either of the water sourcing plans [i.e. CDWM, New IN Intake] allow for the outsourcing of certain operational duties that directly supply 

[via pumping and/or relay station] water to the city of Joliet?

61 60435 12/13/2020 Website Contact Form

We would strongly urge the City Council to go with the Chicago Water Department option. There are several reasons for this: First, the CDWM has all of the resources 

in place to to get the water out of Lake Michigan and treat it including Intakes, Treatment Plants and experienced Personnel. Second, Chicago has over one hundred 

years of experience treating Lake water. Third, Chicago currently serves several other large users in the Region, including the Du Page Water Authority. Fourth, 

staying in Illinois thereby simplifies the regulatory and legal process, while maintaining our political influence over and control of the process. Fifth, the Chicago option 

is cheaper and will require less up front debt, (approximately $500,000,000 less) then the Indiana Project. This is of growing importance as we realize our current 

pension obligations are under funded by approximately $500,000,000. Thus the Chicago option meets the criteria for: quality, quantity, risk management, control, and 

timeliness.

62 60431 12/13/2020 Website Contact Form

Water should be free to begin with. The water is already too expensive. With that said.... A third option would be for people to have their own wells. of course I know 

the power that be will disagree and give all sorts of reason why we shouldn't or cant do such a thing.. (I'm a "country boy") and know it can be done. Anyway, all 

options are way to expensive to throw onto the families of this community. Try working in favor for the people of this community like you were trusted to do when put 

into your position . Please don't take my words lightly..
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63 60431 12/13/2020 Website Contact Form

Thank you all for your hard work and efforts in undertaking this momentous task. We do appreciate what you are doing for our city. If I may, the PPT presentations are 

a bit hard to read online. Might they be reloaded with easier to read text? I believe what matters most is who maintains control of the flow of water into our city. While 

the cost for sole ownership of the delivery and treatment is twice that of partnering with the City of Chicago, I am reluctant to leave treatment and initial delivery (and 

pending infrastructure cost increases) up to an entity over which we have limited, if any, control. If we build, own, and operate our own infrastructure, any increase in 

costs ( capacity increases, repairs and maintenance) would be under the authorization of the City of Joliet. As well, the Council, and the Water Department, of Joliet, 

are accountable to its citizens. Ultimately, we will control what matters most, the uninterrupted supply and flow of water to our homes.

64 60441 12/13/2020 Website Contact Form

As a resident of the Lockport and Joliet area,I would like to get our water from the source through Indiana, with our own water treatment plant and piping system.For 

future information,can you please send me notice of how things are going. Thank you so much. Frank & Marlena Jemison

65 60435 12/13/2020 Website Contact Form

A few questions, Will this increase ever go down back to a lower rate that people can afford? I would like to see you get the raw water instead, And then treat it here in 

Joliet, Because if you buy the treated water already, I'm sure the pipe are VERY old and WILL have in leakage to contaminate the treated water that we drink. Also 

who will maintain the pipes that go to Mich. if they need repair? Also how old are these pipes? Currently, schools in Chicago are receiving treated water. However, the 

pipes are so old that they are held together with LEAD, Not the new LEAD FREE solder. That's why I would like to see us treat and clean the water ourselves.

66 60431 12/13/2020 Email

Thank you for sending your note with my Water bill regarding Joliet getting Lake Michigan water.  I am thrilled.  My family moved out here from Chicago 25 years ago 

and I've always used bottle water.  I don't think the water we were getting is safe and not sure about now either.  Unfortunately, I just received this note on 12/12/20.  I 

would have liked to attend one of the virtual meetings on 12/2 or 12/3.  

67 60435 12/14/2020 phone

I monored in Geography and Geology at JJC and IL state University and are familiar with water issues including hydrology issues. Years ago in the 70's there was an 

issue regarding extension of water. Joliet was offered the opportunity to receive Lake Michigan water pipeline and politicians said no. There was a water compact by 

the Canadian government that if you did not do it at that time, you would not get it. 50% of the Peoria water distributed was taken from the Illinois River. I know here 

we could never do it. They treated in such a way it was potable water. Chicago would make the most sense to purchase through but is heavily political. As a tax payer 

it seems to make the most sense due to this being in the same state. Does not need a phone call back.

68 12/14/2020 phone

By all costs please do not let City of Chicago be trhe water source for Joliet.  He said 20 years ago he spoke with a City Alderman who told him as soon as the City of 

Joliet is involved - the rates will go up constantly.  City of Bolingbrook wento City of Chicago and then it went up substantially.  People moved from Bolingbrook 

because of water rates being so high.  He also suggested the  City create a lake that is fed from Kankakee and mix with water from our current aquafer.  This can be 

used for recreation and also new source of water.   

69 12/14/2020 Email
You are going to be buying water, (which is the futures gold) from the devil. (Chicago) Please do not lock us in...RETHINK!!!
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70 60435 12/14/2020 Website Contact Form

I am a longtime Joliet resident (1967-1985 and 2005-present) and a professor of sustainability studies at Roosevelt University in Chicago, where I have taught an 

interdisciplinary course on water since 2010. Consequently, I have some working knowledge of water supply, quality, and distribution issues, though I am not a 

hydrologist or water engineer. As a community member in Joliet, I am concerned about the sustainability of a quality water supply for the city and applaud the 

administration's efforts to respond to the decline of the local aquifer and plan for a transition to Lake Michigan as Joliet's long-term water supply. Of the two options 

under consideration, I support the CDWM alternative for the following reasons: -- It is a less complex and costly undertaking in terms of planning, permitting, and 

building new infrastructure, in particular a new water intake in southern Lake Michigan off the Indiana lakeshore and a new water filtration plant in Joliet. -- Chicago 

has a proven track record in supply drinking water to regional communities in NE Illinois, though I acknowledge this is not a problem-free situation. In particular, see 

this 2017 in-depth article by the Chicago Tribune on regional water rates of communities who purchase Lake Michigan water from Chicago: 

http://graphics.chicagotribune.com/news/lake-michigan-drinking-water-rates/index.html -- Placing a water intake near Hammond presents risk of contamination from 

industrial pollution in NW Indiana, an ongoing problem over which IL has no control. -- Dealing with legislative, permitting, and governance issues in one state (IL) is 

preferable than navigating them in two (not to mention potential issues with the Great Lakes Compact). That said, I also wish to submit the following comments 

regarding projected costs, water rate hikes, and water quality concerns about lead contamination: The projected cost information with the "Displays" document on the 

public webinar site is confusing. On one hand, multiple slides demonstrate the CDWM is the significantly more economical option: slide 2 shows that required CDWM 

financing = $715M while the IN option = $1.26M; slide 5 shows the capital and OMR costs of the CDWM option are $592M and $4.7M/year, respectively, vs. $1B and 

$14.3M for the IN alternative. Despite this, the projected 50-year total cost of water illustrated on slide 6 has the CDWM option as $100M more expensive. Likewise, 

the extremely high planned rate hikes for Joliet's residents are exactly the same for both options, and do not begin to diverge until 2030, as shown on slides 3 and 4. 

In particular, the projected cost differences in 2030 ($89.83 vs $93.15) are negligible, and do not square with the significant cost differences in construction and OMR 

noted in other slides. Given that water rates for Joliet residents are projected to more than triple by 2030 and continue to increase significantly through 2040 as a 

result of the switch to Lake Michigan water, I would urge the Council to be absolutely clear on the details of water expenses and transparent with the public on these 

costs, in order to make the best informed decision on these alternatives. Finally, Joliet should follow the lead of other communities like Madison WI, Lansing MI, and 

most recently Chicago that have replaced their lead service lines (or plan to, in Chicago's case) over a multi-year period without direct cost to residents. While the 

current cost-sharing model used by Joliet is a step in the right direction, it should not be incumbent upon homeowners to finance service line replacement costs based 

on installation decisions made in the 1930s and earlier decades. This is a matter of environmental justice rather than mere legal liability, as many households simply 

cannot afford the costs of replacing their lead service lines. https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/local/michigan/2016/12/14/lansing-lead-service-line/95435604/

71 60431 12/14/2020 Website Contact Form Using the direct from Chicago route has the best potential for success and will be less costly and risky than the Indiana route

72 60435 12/14/2020 Website Contact Form

Of the 2 options presented I support the purchase of treated water from the City of Chicago versus the Indiana intake option. Both options present degrees of risk and 

significant financial burden but I think the ultimate costs and risks are greater for the Indiana option on multiple levels (legal, land acquisition/easements, engineering, 

permitting, construction, and operations) . I also prefer the Chicago option because it does not necessitate the level of new staffing and associated salary, benefits, 

and long term retirement costs that I think the COJ is underestimating. Unions related to COJ staffing may like the idea of anticipated additional due paying members 

but that does not mean it is in the best short and long term interests of the wider citizenry of the COJ.

73 60435 12/14/2020 Website Contact Form

Thank you so much for all this hard work. Not easy in any way. I am concerned about water quality and cost. It appears that the Chicago option is more viable and 

cost effective. The Indiana option seems to be more about "control" and is more costly depending on communities willing to pitch into the regional commission (It 

seems the regional commission is its own alternative with its own costs and benefits and not a sure thing. Joliet is fronting everything at first, right?). Several of the 

communities shown are already on Lake Michigan water. Water quality from Indiana is a really big concern, there could be contaminants that Joliet may not be able to 

detect and/or clear out of the water. We lived too long with the radium issue in our water. I understand that my water bill will creep up every year. Creeping is better 

than jumping! I think that consumers should be charged a higher rate after they hit a reasonable consumption rate (like taxes). This may be an incentive to reduce 

consumption. People filling swimming pools and watering their lawns should pay more per cu. ft. as these items are a luxury. We are a 2 persons household and 

collect rainwater for gardening, only wash full loads in our dish and laundry machines. We average 170 cu. ft. per month. Even if we were double we are way less than 

your average 700 cf. family. If we go over the average, whatever is deemed reasonable for a household, we would agree to pay more per cu. ft. . Joliet should not be 

committing water to upcoming high users like trucking and inter-model facilities until a new system is in place. Make sure building codes require low water usage 

plumbing on new construction/remodels. Consider having staff contact consumers going over average to determine if there are leaks, or education is necessary, etc. 

Thank you for keeping us informed and taking our interests into consideration. Best Wishes for an acceptable outcome. Happy Holidays
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74 12/15/2020 Phone

He read something about City of Joliet touring a Chicago water plant and wanted more information regarding this. I am not sure if this falls under our responsibility. But 

he left his name and phone number and asked if Allison could call him back.

75 12/15/2020 Phone

Is the Workshop on Friday going to be live streamed and if so how can she watch it.  She said the link is not provided like it usually is and she would very much like to 

be able to watch it.

76 60014 12/15/2020 Website Contact Form

I am submitting these remarks on behalf of Illinois Division of the Izaak Walton League of America representing over a thousand Illinois members. We feel these 

proposals are in violation of the intent of the Great Lakes Compact. Water is being diverting outside the watershed. We understand the economic need for water and 

would suggest water conservation measures should first be applied before diverting water. These will be cost effective and sustainable. If water is to be diverted we 

recommend Chicago Department of Water Management. Dean Farr Legislative Advocate Illinois Division of IWLA Crystal Lake, IL

77 60435 12/15/2020 Website Contact Form

The Rethink Water project is informative and seems to have taken a complicated process and made it understandable. Sustainability requires limited growth. Joliet 

has already exceeded the local groundwater supply what is to say it won’t outstrip its supply of Lake Michigan water? At some point Joliet, the State, the Nation has to 

accept that enough is enough-no more growth is possible. There is a carrying capacity to natural resources. Denial (the Nile) is more than the famous river in Egypt. 

Joliet will become the new water cartel for the far Southwest exurbs with the Indian supply system. Isn’t that the end game ultimately, to control water in the future?

78 60586 12/16/2020 Website Contact Form

I do not support this project and have reservations on the true intent. This appears to have been chosen to do with projections that need to be evaluated more by other 

firms. Other communities around us have gone to Lake water with great expense to the residents which reveals another factor to be considered. With all these 

communities not using well water our supply would be less used and I have not seen any information in the studies suggesting or considering this fact in their 

projections. Is the true interest in this project based on reality or do certain firms want this project to capitalize on for their firms. Needs to be reevaluated!

79 12/17/2020 phone For using Lake Michigan Water whichever is the cheapest option.

60441 12/17/2020 Email

A concern for my question is the City of Joliet outsourcing to an agency [e.g. Aqua IL] to manage water intake and/or relay responsibilities.  In my view, the IN Intake 

option could lend itself to Joliet  someday deciding to outsource certain responsibilities Using the councilman's buy v lease car analogy, Joliet could decide to have 

someone else maintain its car's upkeep, rather than using own mechanic  Outsourcing may yield short term gains  In my experience, outsourcing has more long term 

challenges. Follow up Question: Q1: The meetings I participated in, outside of monthly cost to consumer,  made no mention of positive  financial impact on the Joliet 

area community  What are the anticipated  job opportunities [short/long term] for both intake options? 

80 12/18/2020 Phone

Man called not giving his name stating he used to pump from deep wells at the Collins Street Prison and he knows it comes from Lake Superior.  He does not want his 

bill to go up because of Lake Michigan water.  It takes too much Chlorine to treat properly.

81 60435 12/18/2020 Email

I did watch both presentations Chicago and Hammond and think that although the upfront and overall costs would be significantly more Hammond would be a better 

choice. Maintenance and filtering are on the city but we own it and maybe we can get other communities to join us and share those costs. That way the city sets the 

rates forever and is not beholden to anyone except the city of Hammond for 99 years. Also I would like to know what Hammond would be doing for their $300,000 to 

$400,000 beside right of ways. Seeing how we will be so close to their pumping station in Lake Michigan I assume they have to monitor for contaminates and spills 

would the city of Joliet be responsible 24/7 for this and what would be back-up plan if we couldn't draw that water until clean-up. Hammond's mayor sounds like he 

wants to help lets take advantage of all the help we can get. Please feel free to share my comment with all involved and good luck on this project it looks like the city 

has plenty of qualified people to help with this decision. 

82 60586 12/18/2020 Website Contact Form

Hello Mayor, City Council, and Allison Swisher, Last night I watched in full the City Council Meeting that included mayors of Chicago and Hammond. Prior to the 

meeting, I had made up in my mind that the Hammond option was the better option. But after listening to both presentations my the mayors, I now believe the Chicago 

option is the better option. I also want to point out that the Mayor of Hammond spoke incorrectly when he referenced Aquafina water. The statement he made was that 

Aquafina was water from Hammond and unfiltered prior to bottling. THIS is misinformation!!! My husband, Robert B. Scheidt Jr. of the same address in Plainfield (City 

of Joliet) worked at the Pepsi plant in Munster, Indiana for 23 years. In fact, Aquafina is filtered additionally at least two times prior to bottling. Pepsi spent millions of 

dollars on high tech filtering systems for the Munster, Indiana bottling plant. I encourage you to do some further research on your own in regards to the Hammond 

option. Both presentations were insightful. I found the Chicago people, presentation, the staff and abilities of the Chicago plant to FAR outway the abilities of 

Hammond to partner with Joliet. 

83 60431 12/19/2020 Website Contact Form How big of an increase are we going to see? Rumor has it the City is going to put a huge increase on residents. My water bill is already too much as it is!!!
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84 60435 12/21/2020 Website Contact Form

Though the Hammond option is more expensive upfront, I would encourage Joliet officials to seriously consider this option. Unfortunately, Chicago's finances are in 

terrible condition and will be needing additional funding from whatever sources it can find. Even with a legal contract, Chicago officials would find a way to change the 

water rates charged to Joliet. Look at the parking meter rates in Chicago as one example. Chicago officials cannot be trusted. In the long term, Joliet will pay much 

more than what is promised today!

85 60431 12/21/2020 Website Contact Form

Has anyone met with the Village of Bedford Park to see what options they offer? They sell water out towards Homer. Some underground piping may be in place to 

connect.

86 60018 12/21/2020 Website Contact Form

Before deciding I suggest you take a look at how much money DES Plaines is savings since the city reduced the use of water from Chicago by buying from the north 

shore community. This was done after Chicago continued to raise the rates many times over the years. I think it’s better to own your own system. Who knows what 

“Creative” costs Chicago will come up with over the next 50 years. The city might sell the water system like they sold the skyway and parking meters which could void 

any contract with Joliet. Thank you

87 60435 12/21/2020 Website Contact Form

For my 2 cents, I say go with the Hammond source. For one, this avoids all the Chicago politics and nonsense that comes frim the big city. For another, Joliet would 

have greater control of setting rates and treating the water the way it wants to. That way the city and its residents will know exactly what they are getting and will not 

have to defer to another municipality to get answers to problems or to set the water rates. I think that the Hammond option would also work better if Joliet partners with 

other cities to supply them with water. Chicago would want a piece of the action if Joliet sells its water to other cities. If Joliet owns its water system then they wouldnt 

have to share the profits with another city.

88 60451 12/28/2020 Website Contact Form The New Indiana Intake option is a better option to provide greater local control.

89 60441 1/3/2020 Website Contact Form

We would like to get our water from lake Michigan via Indiana inlet on our own water treatment plant and piping for our township,others can sign on to assist with 

payment of developmen If I have to vote on this suggestion,then my wife and I are going to vote for our own water treatment plant.

90 60441 1/4/2020 Phone She is against Lake Michigan Water - she feels it will be too costly and not in a position to have a higher water bill.

91 60435 1/4/2020 Website Contact Form

I would vote for Hammond Indiana, there is better control of the system rather than depending on Chicago. Also if other communities would be included it would buffer 

problems that might occur. In addition Joliet would provide jobs to people in Joliet. The final cost to a citizen bill would be slightly lower if Hammond plan chosen. Also 

Chicago 70 yr old system could increase cost for problems passed on to consumer. One problem might be possibility of contamination at Hammond site which doesn't 

seem to apply to Chicago. Question : I had heard that the cost of water also affects sewer cost. So as water increases the same increase occurs in sewer cost? Thank 

you for all of your hard work

92 60435 1/5/2020 Website Contact Form I would like the council to choose the Lake Michigan water from Chicago. Thank you

93 60431 1/7/2020 Website Contact Form

After watching the presentation, it seems if Joliet truly wants to control and not be contolled by their water usage the higher cost though more independent plan of 

accessing Lake Michigan water through their own intake is the better answer. If possible, it seems costs could be spread by slowly increasing water bills now, more 

gradually, than just a HUGE bump. Could we begin adding $10-15 a month that is ear marked for the project so that there is not the $50 - 100 jump when it begins? It 

would spread the hardship for users over a longer period of time and reduce teh "sticker shcok". Are you currently looking for candidates for a Water Board or will 

these be appointments only? Dr. Barbara Will-Henn Joliet Resident

94 1/7/2020 Email If this move involves a large hike in our water bill I will be joining the hundreds of thousands of people  leaving Illinois.

95 1/7/2020 Website Contact Form

Hello, No matter which source you use, it doesn't address two of the basic issues causing water shortages. You're not addressing the 24% leakage issue, and you're 

exacerbating the problem by further expansion of water users. Why continue to issue building permits, or consider selling water to other communities when we can't 

support the existing customers? You're considering increasing rates on existing customers substantially over time, in hopes of attaining future customers. If Joliet can't 

manage it's current water issues with fewer users, how is expanding its need for more equipment, labor, and finances going to make the situation manageable? What 

changes to management are going to be made? Any new source does not solve existing/aging infrastructure, which are additional costs not highlighted in the studies 

(though may be part of the operation and maintenance considerations possibly?). With having a source located so far away, what protections will Joliet's citizens have 

in case of disruption of service/transmission of water? If another community or private contractor damages the system, who is responsible for court fees and 

emergency repairs - Joliet citizens (with the hope of eventual reimbursement). With such a long distance and continued growth of suburban areas, this is a real 

possibility. Has a form of disaster planning/insurance been considered? I do appreciate all of the effort that has gone into the studies, reports, and website. Thank you 

for trying to inform the public. I wish this hadn't been left to be dealt with until we got to the point where you feel this action is necessary. If we could have addressed 

the issues earlier and gradually over time, we may not have found ourselves at this point.
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96 60435 1/7/2021 Website Contact Form

In my opinion Joliet needs to stay independent from Chicago. The city of Chicago is failing. These prices are not certain and they are constantly raising tax. From a 

business point of view if Joliet sets up their own pipeline, that would mean they can grow and sell water to places that are farther away from Chicago for cheaper. For 

business means more revenue and more profit. Grow the city of Joliet and stay independent.

97 60431 1/8/2021 Email

Just some thoughts regarding the two water source options.  At first glance it appears Joliet has a host of other upcoming challenges including but not limited to:

•	transportation/logistics projects

•	financial challenges 

•	economic & redevelopment projects

•	 water and sewer infrastructure projects

Given the finite amount of City resources, choosing the turnkey City of Chicago water option might be more realistic to achieve than the alternative Indiana option.   

Having to develop the entire infrastructure including capital and manpower assets to treat raw water from Indiana seems daunting at best.  Chicago has developed the 

expertise in this arena after doing it for decades.

I'm guessing that the majority of Chicagoland communities that are currently served by Lake Michigan water are purchasing the finished product rather than treating 

raw lake water.

98 1/13/2021 Phone She is choosing Hammond and wanted to cast her vote

99 60586 1/13/2021 Website Contact Form Would strongly recommend switching to lake michigan water

100 60596 1/13/2021 Website Contact Form When the huge water bill hike happens, I'll be packing and moving out of Illinois.

101 1/13/2021 Email Please do not go forward with this water project. I am one of many that do not approve!

102 1/13/2021 Email At the present time, the Hammond Route makes the most sense. So I’m voting for the water to connect in Hammond, Indiana.

103 1/13/2021 Email

If you are still seeking input, my belief is that the Regional approach to Lake Michigan water via Hammond would be the best because we would have and maintain 

control rather than be subject to the whims of the City of Chicago. 

104 60441 1/14/2021 Website Contact Form

Hello, I believe the CDWM Alternative is the better sourcing option A few of my reasons why are as follows: Completed by 2030 is lower due to less complex 

construction contracting and permitting and lower magnitude of improvements. Joliet would not have any responsibility for operation and maintenance of supply and 

treatment. Joliet will benefit from the water treatment expertise of Chicago as well as being part of an established, high-quality regional water system that serves 

millions of people. Chicago has demonstrated that they have maintained their existing infrastructure and can effectively respond to source water protection events that 

could impact raw water quality. 

105 60435 1/17/2021 Website Contact Form

I urge Joliet to go with the Chicago plan. It seems to me that partnering with Chicago will give Joliet access to already established expertise and functioning facilities. I 

worry that building facilities for the New Indiana Intake will open Joliet to significant risk if construction costs are more than expected or completion is delayed. Thank 

you to all who were involved with the planning for their hard work.

106 60431 1/18/2021 Website Contact Form

Please consider single senior citizens in your final decision. We are on fixed and ever dwindling incomes. Our social security benefits , especially if we are female, are 

very low even if we worked for 40 yrs, and are not enough to live on. We already have to forgo treats such as expensive cable packages , dining out, vet care for pets, 

and other things some people take for granted. We may have to give up the home we worked so long to have. We don't need a large increase to our bill from the city 

for water. Sewer,garbage,and property taxes are high enough already. Thank you.

107 60436 1/18/2021 Website Contact Form

I have participated and a few of the Joliet water create think water meetings. My questions were regarding the cost involved not only for Joliet but the surrounding 

areas that Joliet provides water. The cost seems to be too high when we have just gone through Covid, and the taxing will be increasing in the next five years to pay 

off the funds that we’ve used for Covid. I am not sure increase The bill for water is The right choice. I’m sure there is another alternative to give good water to the 

people of Joliet, be progressive and long-term supply of water, and keep cost down. I do realize it would take some more time for this to happened. I believe it is only 

beneficial to do our due diligence and to keep cost down. I’m not in favor of the city of Chicago‘s water. It is an outdated system. Joliet should on their own water. We 

are very capable people to learn how to run a Joliet water plant. With this being said I still believe we need to rethink how to keep the cost down. Thank you for 

listening and I appreciate all the time and efforts you all have taken to help Joliet be progressive and think I had for clean good water.
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108 60432 1/18/2021 Website Contact Form

One question that the city leaders need to ask is what role does Joliet want to play in the region? Does Joliet want to be a regional leader respected by other 

communities with the responsibility of being the water provider to its neighbors? Does Joliet have the ability, talent, commitment and support to work with other 

communities to take on such a task? Would the City of Joliet or The Regional Water Commission be the sole owners of the intake in Indiana or would they be subject 

to increasing lease fee? If Joliet currently treats it's own water and can convince other municipalities to partner up, I think it would be in the best interest of the people 

to take ownership of their own water source. I believe that it is always better to cut out the middle man if possible.

109 61614 1/18/2021 Website Contact Form

As a citizen "downstream" in Peoria, my local tap water is on the average about half treated Illinois River water and half local aquifer water. From the information 

posted, it appears that river water would be a much more economical way to add water for the Joliet system. From all appearances, Joliet has not been a good 

steward of its water resources and has allowed excessive water wastage with its listed 35% 'lost' water that is not billed or tracked within the water system. I am very 

concerned that the two proposals to consider Lake Michigan water, either via the Chicago water system or via Joliet access, are clearly environmental justice issues as 

they will create exceedingly high water cost increases above what Joliet residents already pay. Water is life and access to save drinking water should be basic and not 

be priced to the point of burdening citizens with such excessive costs. Why has Joliet not dealt with the water loss and wastage in its system? Is Joliet doing all that is 

possible to enact better water stewardship and conservation?

110 60441 1/18/2021 Website Contact Form

I believe the New Indiana Intake would be best for our community, due to our community previous history with repairing old water lines. Fairmont Community has had 

bad drinking water and mismanaged water system in the past.

111 60441 1/19/2021 Website Contact Form Don't get water through Chicago. I agree for the other route.

112 1/19/2021 Email

At the end of the day, the City of Joliet will do whatever it wants. I find it nothing short of unconscionable that the City has made no overture to hold past 

administrations criminally liable for failing to act on this issue years ago, and now forcing residents to pay higher reparations at today’s costs in addition to the 

continued escalating price of water. Just because the City of Joliet supposedly has the “cheapest” water rates in the area is nothing more than an excuse that 

masquerades poor managerial decision-making, and holds suspect of the much publicized in-house squabbling among City Council members who can’t seem to 

properly represent the community rather than fuel their own self-interests. My comments won’t make a difference, but most of you should be embarrassed how and 

why this entire process has unraveled. I understand that this is a need that must be addressed, but why wasn’t anything done years ago when it should have? Do not 

placate me by saying that you can’t do anything about the past, and can only focus on the future. Think about it. You can do both.

113 60586 1/19/2021 Website Contact Form

I fully support the option of the New Indiana Intake build-out. This will provide Joliet autonomy of a critical infrastructure as well as an opportunity for future growth and 

partnership with other, regional water customers.
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114 1/19/2021 Email

Why Joliet’s Lake Michigan only approach needs revisiting

•         First and foremost, Joliet owes its residents a water source that is dependable, clean and cost effective.

•         Lake Michigan will result in residents and businesses seeing their rates triple or quadruple at the minimum.

•         Lake Michigan will result in residents and businesses paying some of the highest rates in Chicago area for the next two generations.

•         Sourcing through Hammond would involve extremely complex engineering and construction and the cost unknowns to the current cost estimates are too great 

to ignore.

•         Past studies commissioned by the city and the public water commission from the 1970’s, 1980’s and even the last one in 2001 all pointed to the Kankakee as a 

future water source.

•         The Kankakee river option was summarily dismissed due to low flow concerns during the current evaluation process.

A few facts are in order regarding the Kankakee river

•         The Kankakee river averages 4,000 Cubic Feet Per second (CFS).

•         Joliet’s current use is 29 CFS, less than ¾ of 1 percent of the average Kankakee flow.

•         The whole Chicago area uses less than 3,000 CFS.

•         Theoretically, the Kankakee could supply the whole Chicago area, maybe even the whole state of Illinois.

•         Low flow concerns that eliminated the Kankakee as an option could be addressed with a reservoir.

•         The Kankakee river utilizing a reservoir was contemplated 25 years ago, but interest died out when the Radium issue was solved.

•          The 2001 alternative water study cost estimate for the Kankakee was approximately $61 million.

•         The west coast of the U.S. depends on reservoirs as their rivers fluctuate seasonally.

Measures the city could implement to extend the 2030 date by a few years or more.  

•         Expedite the old pipe replacement program to 15 years.

•         Incentivize the rate payer to conserve water now.

•         Subsidize the replacement of old and less efficient faucets and toilets with the most efficient.

•         Set a goal to be the most efficient user of water in Illinois.

•         Aurora set goals and met them. Can’t Joliet lead by example?

•         There is a saying in the water industry “Water saved is water found”.

 Joliet needs to slow down the final decision regarding its future water source and reevaluate a Kankakee option with a reservoir.  This will serve the long term 

interests of the community and keep the rates competitive with nearby communities over the long term.  We have the time to get this decision right. Let’s make sure 

we take the time to get it right.
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115 1/19/2021 Email

First of all:   City staff needs commendation comments on their thorough materials and effective resident engagement with this project. The materials, videos and 

presentations are straightforward and easy to understand and readily available. When residents use these resources to educate themselves about the new water 

source, they know they are on the same page (or "meeting at the same water cooler") with the Environmental Commission and City Council. Thank you to City staff 

and the consultants for your tireless work on this. Now to the comments about the water source:    It appears there is one snag in the presentation---> The slide with 

the New Indiana Intake that says the City of Joliet has control and responsibility. Responsibility, basically yes, depending on any other potential regional partners. 

Control, maybe not. Regional partners may also have a say, but that does not appear to be the "wild card." If there is one thing that the year 2020 has shown us is that 

you never know what those "wild cards" could be, such as the persistency of the pandemic, civil unrest, and a contested national election. The wild cards you have to 

deal with things that you never saw coming. That being said, maybe a "wild card" with a new Indiana intake involves any future "control" that the State of Indiana or 

City of Hammond may choose to exercise with a Joliet intake there. What exactly would the City of Joliet own at the new intake ... the land, the treatment facility, water 

rights, or what? What rules or regulations must Joliet follow that may may be out of the City's control? What future unknown involvement could be taken by the Indiana 

State legislature or Lake County (Indiana) or the City of Hammond (or whichever municipality) ? What kind of interstate agreements come into play? What kind of 

future taxes or fees could be added or contractual agreements being reworked if the Indiana option is selected?  Would legal consultants  from Indiana need to be 

retained?  What are the safety concerns (to water/ to staff working there/ to the public assets themselves) with a water facility being located in Indiana? What 

environmental laws or policies would be followed or need to be strengthened to assure a safe water supply in an area not that far from steel plants already know to 

pollute Lake Michigan? There are probably proposed answers to some of these questions, along with proposed plans to address them.  But again, how would the City 

of Joliet's ability to control this project deal with some kind of crazy wild card(s) that pop up because we are dealing with another state for something as precious as 

water? Maybe some Joliet residents have qualms like this with the City of Chicago option. But at least Joliet and potential regional partners and Chicago are in the 

same state, and possibly the same County (Cook). A Joliet/Will County/ South Suburban regional coalition of water purchasers would certainly seem to have 

substantial influence and standing with the City of Chicago and State of Illinois. If Joliet does not get Chicago's treated water (that 30-mile trip) then Joliet and its 

potential regional partners could be putting the big pipe in the ground and a treatment facility on the Illinois "coast" just to the west of the proposed new Indiana intake. 

(That could be in the Chicago neighborhoods of South Chicago or Hegewisch ).   While some of these questions may sound a bit far-reaching, 2020 has shown us we 

are living in a changed City, State, Nation and World. So maybe our viewpoints need to accommodate a new way of thinking ... especially with a resource as important 

and precious as water.   Thank you for the opportunity to express an opinion!   

116 60435 1/19/2021 Website Contact Form

Re-Think your Lake Michigan water decision! Besides the EXTREME EXPENSE, we will need to cap our existing wells. A supplemental water source, like the 

KANKAKEE RIVER needs to be re-examined. I believe the low flow study was used to strip the idea from the table without further examination. Additionally, a reservoir 

could remove the worry of low flow. An intensive education and incentive program could reduce excessive water usage and allow our aquifer to start to recharge. This 

will also help us to achieve goals in our Greenest Region Compact. People will buy in once more accurate numbers for the massive undertaking to get water from 

Hammond are disclosed and new rates projected. With state of the art water treatment - WHICH IS WHERE WE SHOULD SPEND THE MONEY - all sources can be 

cleaned to a high standard. This whole process was a rush without constant update and buy-in by residents - many of whom will be priced out of living here as the 

rates go up. I AM NOT IN FAVOR OF LAKE MICHIGAN WATER (and I lived with it for 30 years at my previous residence before moving to Joliet - if YOU haven't lived 

with it, don't be swayed by the "gold standard" speech.)
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